THE CHALLENGES OF

Managing Cross-country
Global Contingent
Workforce Management
Programmes

Nétive VMS - a game changer for
international contingent workforce
management programmes

Nowadays, cost efficient contingent workforce management in
a programme increasingly requires program agility. Continuously
evolving labour markets, sometimes even described as tidal waves,
demand pre-emptively adapting programmes to head up new
market challenges. Sourcing strategies need to mature in a
synchronised pace with the business and market maturity. Complex
legislation needs to be secured within a business, without straining
the business or decreasing programme adoption.
Implementing and running an international contingent workforce
program adds another level of complexity for any (internal) services
provider and VMS. Enforcing standardised workforce management
strategies spanning multiple countries will make your program
prone to fail miserably. So, what do you need to take into account
when running a successful program internationally?

Countries differ
in many ways

Based on our experience when it
comes to contingent workforce
management, the most common
factors that determine the
deviation per country are:
- Culture (country and
business wise)
- Interpersonal communication
- Financial and legal regulations
- Approval processes
- Market maturity
And of course, practicalities such
as language and currency.

Culture

Being a company with Dutch
origins, we’re used to driving
business in openness,
transparency, with integrity and
an almost maddening
directness. Many programmes
within The Netherlands are
primarily focussed on process
efficiency resulting in hiring
manager satisfaction. As a “topdown cost driven” type of
implementation without hiring
manager adoption will set up
your programme for failure. The
drivers most applicable to a program ran within a certain country

can differ. So your programme
must accommodate that
differentiation per country, and
sometimes even per business unit
within the same country.

Communication

One of the first challenges we
encountered during our
international expansion, was
deeply understanding our
prospects or customers. For
example: the meaning of the word
“interesting” in a meeting could
completely differ depending on
the intonation and the attendees.
As insensitive as we could be to
these kinds of expression, when
we thought we had a great
meeting, our prospects could
think otherwise and vice versa.
And in some countries, saying
“no” is very impolite and
absolutely out of the question!
And these language related
challenges occur in written
language as well. So whenever
rolling out an international
programme, take these communicative differences into account.
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Financial and legal regulations
Cross border invoicing, VAT exempt, VAT reversed
charge and taxation in general have proven to be
difficult to manage within programmes. And taxation
isn’t the only thing that could differ per country. For
example, in some countries consolidated invoicing is
very common, whereas in some countries it is
forbidden. Conclusively, local financial regulations
require thorough local knowledge and suitable
technology to enable you to run an efficient and
correct invoicing process within your program. While
many European countries share parts of their laws
and regulations such as GDPR, it does not
necessarily mean that local laws and legislations are

easy to implement. In fact, they prove to be often
critical challenge in achieving programme
compliance. Recurring themes are mitigating
independent contractor misclassification, local
directives and required documents to name a few.
Managing a contingent workforce in accordance with
financial regulations, local law and legislation needs
to have your continuous attention and should be as
automated as possible to prevent legal or tax related
consequences. Endless checklists in a spreadsheet
are typically not the answer due to its nature and
required manual maintenance.

Approval processes

It is very hard to standardise an
approval process within 1st
generation programmes
operating within one country, and
even harder to standardise that
same process across multiple
countries. In complex cases, your
program management could be
forced to compromise and set-up
a parallel paper-based approval
process if your VMS technology
does not enable you to differ
approval processes.

Market maturity

The UK market has proven to be
the most mature market in
Europe. Organisations are used
to working with multiple suppliers
in a tiered model, and outsourcing
(parts of) HR services is a
common process. The US market
remains the most mature market
nowadays, in which typical MSP
and VMS services are
commoditised completely for larger enterprises. However, in both
countries, the mid-size market (UK
£15M-£75M, US $60M-$80M spend
per annum) is harder to develop
due to inflexible programmes and
technology combined with
relatively high costs. We tend
to believe that especially
organisations in the mid-size

market demand more flexibility
of their MSP and VMS, whereas
from a services or technology
perspective this flexibility
typically isn’t offered due to the
lack of earnings potential.
Although international programs
could be managed centrally, the
costs involved are usually
allocated on the country P&L.
Which could actually mean that due to the absence of flexibility the programme implemented
within a certain country lacks
adoption. This means a reduction
of the programme’s ability to
leverage internationally. To
emphasise: being able to access
sources of talent on a global scale
has become virtually the most
crucial requirement for most
international organisations in
these times of talent scarcity.

Multiple languages and
multiple currencies

Having a programme running in
multiple countries means dealing
with multiple languages and
multiple currencies. Which is pretty
obvious, but are you able to
leverage your data from your
international programme by
consolidating data into one single
currency and one language?
The availability of big data for
prescriptive analytics is on top
of the agenda for international
organisations to analyse possible
cost efficiencies and improve
hiring manager and candidate
satisfaction. Not being able to
simply and seamlessly generate
normalised critical management
information will seriously
influence continuous
improvement of programmes.
This could eventually hamper the
programme’s relevance and again
deteriorate adoption.

International programmes: to standardise or customise?
Accommodating all of these country specific – or
even organisational - differences might lead to a
tough decision. Being a services provider, should
you standardise your services and VMS (perhaps
75%/25%) and close any requirement gaps
manually? Or should you customise your services
and VMS to most specifics (95/5) to provide the
best customer experience possible? Standardising

Customisation is not
the problem, it’s the
answer…

Let’s start with the ideal
situation. Customisation should
be as extensive and as localised
as possible, but without the
burdens of maintenance. The
latter part of the sentence is
essential in order to run a
financially viable programme. This
implies agility as well, because
organisations and regulations in
countries change continuously.
In order to counter international
challenges, customisation must
support localised:
- communication: e-mails,
messages, notifications and
generated documents to name
a few examples. This means
thorough multi-lingual and
contextual capabilities in the
communication templates, and
fully automating the correct
appliance of these templates
within the workflow processes.
As an end-user, you’ll always be
addressed in the language and
terminology you recognise;
- financial regulations: taxation
rules, rate types, expenses,
deductions and restrictions and
boundaries related to invoicing.
Because of the complex nature of
invoicing of a contingent

means scalability and better margins at first sight,
but you’ll lose a lot of efficiency closing any
requirement gaps manually and run risks in
auditability - which is in the nature of manual
processing. Customising is costly, customisations
are hard to convey, maintain and once implemented
frozen because of the fear of more costs. Or isn’t it?

workforce in general, you’ll need
an invoicing engine that
automatically invoices according
to local regulations. This must
include automatic debit/credit
invoicing, in case of financial
changes in retrospect. A watertight automated invoicing process
is a prerequisite for a successful programme, a mature VMS
enables this in an international
setting;
- legal regulations: required
agreements, documents, work
permits, statements and GDPR
related consent must be
collected in time for each
supplier, worker and work order.
Also work-related regulations
must be supported, such as
supporting working time
regulations monitoring and
reporting on equal pay. You’ll
need a fully automated
compliance management
system, that tracks and
generates all compliance
necessities without any manual
intervention once set up;
- approval processes:
organisation, country and even
role specific approval processes
must be supported to prevent a
parallel paper-based approval
process. As processes change all
the time, you’ll also need agility
to customise these processes as
requirements change;

- market maturity: some markets
are not very well developed. You’ll
need the services and technology
that support the local market
challenges as is, but also play a
part in further growth of maturity.
Remaining relevant and
forward-thinking in services and
technology drives your
international programme in
adoption by achieving cost
efficiencies, compliance, quality
and insight. But it does require
significant and agile
customisation capabilities, which
doesn’t sound very obvious to
a global programme. Most VMS
providers do support limited
template based configuration,
but lack configuration capabilities
per organisation using it in one
environment (if the VMS is even
multi-tenant capable at all). Until
so far..?

Customisation – can it
be done on this scale?

Fortunately, the answer is ‘yes’!
Provided that your program is
equipped with a Vendor
Management System (VMS) that
accomplishes the rare
combination of agility and scale.

Introducing Nétive VMS
When we started building
our VMS on the SalesForce
cloud platform,
we designed it for
speed, security
and integration
capabilities.
Already
mentioned as
being one of the
most innovative
VMS vendors in the world by
Staffing Industry Analysts as
early as 2014, we decided to go
even further. So, we interviewed
our partners, customers and
even prospects to determine
the most wanted requirements.
Customer driven, we added
support for:
- multiple tenants;
- multiple languages;
- multiple currencies;
- multiple workflow processes.
Our built-in compliance
management system was
extended to accommodate local
law and legislation: and combined
with the support for “multi-everything” we finished building one of
the most internationally capable
vendor management systems!
Global programme policies,
combined with local law and
legislation: a true one-stop-shop
eliminating the bombardment of
spreadsheets to compensate for
the lack of local support by other
VMS solutions.

But how about agility?

So, how is our Nétive VMS able to support local and international
programs with such ease? The secret belies in our “Self Service
App”: a visually oriented configuration tool that enables your
organisation to configure, tune and tweak the behaviour of our
whole Nétive VMS. Adding processes and changing processes are
literally just one click of a button, unleashing the power of agility
within your contingent workforce management programme.
Approval processes needing an extra step? Just add it, test it and
roll it out into your programme. Want to get rid of cumbersome
steps in a process? Just delete these steps from your process, test
it and roll it out into your programme. Changing mandatory fields,
hide fields and sections on forms – all with a couple of clicks and
you’re all set! Per tenant? Yes. Per country? Yes! Per job requisition
process? Yes!! Per…. ? Yes!!!

Having the power to configure and change the behaviour of our
Vendor Management System on these levels of detail, remaining
relevant as a services provider or even revolutionising your program
is well within reach. You don’t have to compensate lack of customisability of your old fashioned VMS with huge amounts of change
management – let Nétive VMS support you by doing what you’ve
agreed upon with your organisation.

We create secure,
fluid workforce agility

What is Nétive?

Leveraging Salesforce’s best of breed platform
technology, we offer an integrated multi-tenant
solution that is able to underpin all of your workforce
hiring and management challenges and objectives.
Through an agile and component based architecture,
we combine Vendor Management (VMS), Applicant
Tracking (ATS), Statement of Work (SoW) and
Freelancer Management (FMS) in one truly integrated
solution. We have demonstrated the ability to
increase optimisation through our integrated and
consolidated technology, and allow for a single
system and single lens across all worker types.

Curious?

If you’re interested to learn what these newly found
agility and customisation capabilities could mean for
you programme, please contact us! We’re happy to
explain and demonstrate our integrated solution, and
provide some insights into how we aim to continually
develop and refine our solution to provide the
maximal value to our customers and partners.

Our solution supports a full-width, in-depth workforce
acquisition and management process. Starting with
raising a job requisition, through to a fully compliant
eInvoice process; your programme is supported in all
operational areas.
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